Three Arbitrators Appointed in the Arbitral Proceedings Instituted by the Argentine Republic Against the Republic of Ghana in Respect of a Dispute Concerning the Vessel ARA Libertad

On 4 February 2013, the President of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, Judge Shunji Yanai, appointed three arbitrators to serve as members of the Annex VII arbitral tribunal instituted in respect of a dispute between the Argentine Republic and the Republic of Ghana concerning the vessel ARA Libertad. The arbitrators are Awn Shawkat Al-Khasawneh (Jordan), Bernard Oxman (United States of America) and Bruno Simma (Germany). The President appointed Bruno Simma as the president of the arbitral tribunal. These appointments were made in consultation with the two parties to the dispute.

In accordance with article 3 of Annex VII of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, if the parties are unable to reach an agreement on the appointment of one or more of the members of the arbitral tribunal, or on the appointment of the president of the arbitral tribunal, these appointments shall be made by the President of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea at the request of a party to the dispute and in consultation with the parties.

In a letter dated 7 January 2013, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship of the Argentine Republic requested the President of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea to appoint the three arbitrators and the president of the arbitral tribunal.

Note: The press releases of the Tribunal do not constitute official documents and are issued for information purposes only.

The press releases of the Tribunal, documents and other information are available on the Tribunal’s websites (http://www.itlos.org and http://www.tidm.org) and from the Registry of the Tribunal. Please contact Ms Julia Ritter at: Am Internationalen Seegerichtshof 1, 22609 Hamburg, Germany, Tel.: +49 (40) 35607-227; Fax: +49 (40) 35607-245; E-mail: press@itlos.org